Childers.Theirsuperb
efforts contributed greatly to the smooth running of ICASSP-85.
A summary of the technical program prepared by JaeLim, Jim Cadzow, Vishu Viswanathan, JohnWoods,
Peter Cappello, and Jack lanniello is
given below for each techn,ical area.
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shown to provide an understanding
andcomparisonofthespectrogram, the sliding DFT and other such
methods.
(20)Fast:Transforms
(S. Burrus)
Efficient archjtectureslalgorithms
using prime factors were described
for theDFT, the discrete Hartley transform, and the DCT. A family of radix-2
decimation-in-frequency algorithms
were discussed for the DCT and the
DST. Also discussed the implementation of“split-radix” length-2”
DFT algorithms, a realizable lower
bound on the number of real multiplications required for a length-2”
complex DFT, and reductions in the
arithmetic complexity of fast finite
field algorithms.
(30) Adaptive Filtering I
(B. Widrow)
A new method for stabilizing the
fast RLS algorithm, and an efficient
step size adaptation technique were
presented. Several. papers addressed
the convergence and noise capture
properties of theconstant modulus algorithm. Aspects of lattice structure
adaptive filters were also discussed.
(32) Adaptive Filtering II
(M: Bellanger)
Parallel algorithms were presented
formultiplication and inversion of
Toeplitz matrices, and the solution of
Toeplitzsystemsfrom
an implementation point of view. An efficient
block processing Fast Transversal filter was described. The Echo cancellation and line equalization problems
were used as two typical applications
forrefined adaptive algorithms. A
particularstructure was shown and
demonstrated to be quite efficient
for noise cancelling. Also, the potential advantage in usingDifferentially
Coded Signals was underlined. A
unifying approach of adaptive systems as optimal processors was also
discussed.
(42)SignalProcessing
Hardware and
Software (F. Mintzer)
Many of the papers involved application of the commercially available
general-purpose DSP chips. There
werepapersbothonconfiguringhigh-performance‘ systems, and on
managing them in software. Multiprocessor architecturesincluded a
single instruction‘, multiple data architecture,a 100-280MFLOPS parallel
processing system, and a 10.4 COPS

system. The sessiowwas testimony.Yo
tral accuracy when using ,sample cothe fact that we may be entering an
variances, classification ofnarrowera where hardware is notthe limiting
consider~fio,~
kveA , i ~ ’ ~ i d & o Y . i j i i ~ & g ~ - band signals, and sensitivity analysis
of anSVD approach for estimating
i n g applications.
sinusoids. Next,signalsubspaceapproach to the angle-of-arrival prob(44) Quantization and Nonlinear Syslem for wideband sources, and in the
tems (‘L. Jackson)
presence of sensor errors, was disSeveral trendswereevident.
The
cussed in separatepapers. New refactored state-variable representation
sults in multivariate AR models and in
provides an analytic approach to rep-,
detecting non-stationarities in anAR
resent and generate new filter strucprocess were presented. In the last
tures. The idea for system theory of
two papers AR modeling in the pres“balancedN state-space realization
ence of additive noise, and the use of
was shown to lead to low-noise and
Bayes’ recursion formula when noise
low-sensitivity structures. In addition,
is non-Gaussian were discussed.
there was continuing interest in
quantization effects in adaptive filter
(21)Multi-channelandMultialgorithms.
dimensionalSpectralAnalysis
(R. Yarlagadda)
The lead paper presented a simple
SPECTRUM ESTIMATION
sufficient
condition for extendibility
AND MODELING
and its application to 2-D spectrum es(3)SpectrumAnalysis
(].A. Cadzow)
timation. The second paper presented
a 2-DProny method where the freThree papers discussed adaptive
quencies are obtained by computing
versions of Pisorenko’s harmonic rethe eigenvalues of a tridiagonal ‘matrieval method. One paper extended
trix. A multichannelAR spectrum estithe so-called MLM to cross-spectrum
mation method was then discussed
analysis, while another extended the
and
shown to be optimum in the reGershberg-Populis algorithm to specflectioncoefficientdomain.
Derivatrum analysis of timeseries with misstion of simultaneous confidence
ing data. A paper suggested a class of
bands for a class of 2-D noncausal
data windows based on B-splines,
‘parametric spectral estimates was also
and one presented asymptotic statisaddressed; Other papers discussed
tics on estimates of an AR(1) process.
the performance of frequency-waveTwo other papers considered mininumber spectral estimators in a case
mum-energy extension of a limited
of smooth, broad spectra, and univerautocorrelation sequence and a multisal characterization of m-d maximum
channel AR technique for single chanentropy covariances.
nel data.
(9) Parameter
Estimation
(D. W. Tufts)
Theleadpaperpresentedthe
strong points and limitations of the
use of theL,-norm in parametric spectral analysis. Aninterestingpaper
presented the use of branch-andbound techniques for the solution of
nonlinear least-squares problems.
The problem of approximations to eigenvectors and eigenvalues was also
addressed in this session. Another interesting paper discussed an approximate factorization for unfactorable
spectral. models. Other papers addressed the generation of ARMA auto
and cross covariance sequences and
the detection of signals using AR
models.
(17) EstimationandPerformance
(L. M.arple)
Three papers in spectral estimation
dealt with the potential loss in spec--

(27) Modeling of Time-VaryingSignals
(“S. Kay)
Several papers dealt with the properties and applications of the WignerVille distribution: its optimalityfor
detection, its expansion int0.a singular systemframework, and application
to signal synthesis; also discussedwas
a band-selectable (or zoom) discrete
Wigner distribution. Other. papers
dealt with innovations on bilinear signal representation, generalized ambiguity function, and stable time-varying models through log-area ratios.

SPEECHPROCESSING
(2)Isolated Word Recognition I (B.T.
Lowerre)
Four papers dealt with application
of hidden Markov models for recognition and training.Threepapers
nv
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(23) Isolated WordRecognition II
(G.E. Kopec)
Speaker-independent and speakertrained systems, both small and large
vocabularies, and both clean nand
noisy speech, were addressed. four
papers were explicitly concerned with
perfor.m,ance evaluation,anddiscussed either large-scale experiments
testing a particular system or general
approaches to predicting performance. One particularly thorough
evaluation of a system for telephone
speech recognitioninvolvedabout
2000 talkers. Three papers directly
addressed the problem of large vocabulary recognition. Notable among
thesewas a workstation-based realtime implementation of theIBM 5000word office correspondence system.
(25) Mediumband Speech Coding I
( M. Berouti)

The six speech enhancement papers dealt with differentways of combatting noiseandinterference,
including' speech transduction with
multiple sensors, adaptive noise cancelling, robust all-pole modeling, and
steering of microphone arrays to seek
and track active talkers. Four of the
five synthesispapersdiscussedsynthesis by rule in terms of different
soundunits(diphonesanddemisyllables) and in terms of different
representations (formant synthesizer,
multipulse LPC, andarticulatory
model). The fifth paper treated the
problem of converting the speech
of One speaker to sound like that
of another.
1985

ognitionmethods: DP matchingor
Markovmodeling, with one paper
presenting an expert systemapproach. Two of the papers presented
speaker-independentresults, with
the rest givingspeaker-dependent
results.
(37) SpeechProcessing Hardware Implementation (1. I. Wolf)
Programmability was shown to be
ofmajorimportanceinallimplementations presented in this session.
A programmable signal processorwas
the vehicle of implementation of a
voicemessagingsystem, a 32 kbit/s
ADPCM/PCMtranscoder, a silencedetecting subband coder, andan LPCbasedspeech recognitionfeature
measurementchip. Several signal
processors were used in a real-time
implementation of the new
CCITT
32 kbit/s ADPCM standard, an archi-,
tecture for real-time vector quantization ofspeech, and an architecturefor
speech recognition data flow machines. There was also a paper describing a multiple (100) microprocessor
parallel architecture for speech
recognition.

MULTIDIMENSIONAL
SIGNALPROCESSING
(4) Single-frameImageCoding
(1. Biemond)
The first three papers covereda
predictive approach for hierarchical
line encoding, an ordering predictive
coding method,and a hybrid image
encodingtechniqu,e,respectively.
The next three papers on vector quantizati0.n elicited a lot of questions
from the attendees. Afast matrix
quantizer was then presented which
attempts to incorporate a model for
the human visual system. This
was followed by an AT-based tree encoding
procedure withreducedcomputational comp1exity;and a simple hybrid
image encoding technique which preserves edge information.

(IO) ImageSequence

Coding

(B; G. Haskell)

Most of the papers in the Image Sequence Coding session dealt with
some aspect of motion compensated
interframe prediction algorithms for
full motion video. The prediction error i s then coded and transmitted
using various intraframe
coding methods, which also try to adapt to the
amount of motion in the scene. Videotapes were shown of video scenes

coded at 50 kbs and 256 kbs. Quality
was reasonably good as long as the
speed of motion was not excessive.
(18) ImageEstimationandRestoration
(R. W. Schafer)
A group of three papers was concerned with nonlinear smoothing
filters which preserve edges. Two
papers were concerned with reconstruction from projections and holograms. In the imagerestorationand
enhancementarea, two papers described newmethodsofestimating
the blurring psf.Two papers were
presented on Kalman filtering approaches to noise-smoothing and deblurring. Two papers were presented
on iterative techniques with new constraints. Two papers dealtwith the use
of optimizationmethods in image restoration. Finally a multiband leastsquares technique was presented for
image enhancement.

(24) FeatureExtraction,Segmentation,
and Scene Analysis ( J .T. Tou)
Fifteen highquality papers were
given in this session covering new approaches to feature extraction, image
segmentation, object detection, motion analysis, 3-D object representation and shape estimation,anda
knowledge-basedsystemsapproach
to image processing. The papers reflectedtheadvances
in this subject
matter.
(28) ReconstructionandComputerized Tomography ( M. Hayes)
Reconstruction from zero (threshold) crossings,and incorporation of
momentbounds on the image into
the iterative POCS method were discussed.The stability of the discrete
phase retrieval problem was treated.
In the fourthpaper, a bandlimitedsignal extrapolationmethodallowing
linear constraints was presented. Papers in computer tomography (CT) included image reconstruction incorporating the conversion of fan beam to
parallelbeamprojections,nearest
neighbor and inverse distance interpolation for polar to rectangular conversion in Fourier-domain based CT
reconstruction, and application of CT
to reconstruct the beating heart.
(34) Multidimensional Filtering,
(1. Woods)
A diverse group of papers
was
presented on a wide range of problems in multidimensional filter design

ment filters, a decoder, A-to-D conversion, a multidimensional access
memory, and integerproduct modulo,.'
a Fermet number. One paper discussed a technique for the optimal
scheduling of certain signal flow
graphs onto a ,synchronous multi-.
processor architecture.
(38) VLSl Design Methodologies and
TransformArchitectures (Dick Lyon

and Earl Swartzlander)
.
Thesubsession on Design Methodologies comprised four papers on
optimization .approaches appropriate
for designing custom VLSl signal processing chips. The technjques ranged
from optimization of cells in an array
to. optimization of filter coefficients
for complexity reduction within the
constraints of an application's specifications. The subsession,on Transform
Architectures comprised four papers
presenting chip designsandtechniques for implementing fasttransforms in VLSI.The properties of the
various techniques were discussed in
terms of performance, generality, and
design time.
UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS

(5) 'Time Delay Estimationand Geophysical S. P. (1. P. lanniello)

Target tracking with Kalman filters
using robust adaptive methods was
discussed.Thenextpaperanalyzed
time delay estimation in the presence
of jitter. Timedelay estimation for
spread, spectrum signals was considerednext.Anotherpaperexamined
time of arrival resolution in multipath
communication systems., Physical
modelling was used in a presentation
to optimize predictive deconvolution
of seismic array data.A random ocean
model using a linear systems theory
approach was described. Also given
was a paper on use of coherence estimates to construct 2-D filters which
diminish or remove coherent noise
from correlograms.

'

(15) ArrayProcessing~andBeamforming I ('D. H. Johnson)

The first four papers focused on eigenanalysistechniques.Ratherthan
simpleapplicationofoldresults,
theseconcentratedon,'extension
of
.the theory and on derivativeideas.
There was a rather detailed paperconcerning approximation of the probability density function of a detection
statistic. Another paper stood out as a
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